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Lover Release Bridal Collection, ‘White
Magick’
BY JACQUIE LEE ON MAY 23, 2012

Following on from their much-lauded appearance at Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Australia earlier
this month, Lover have released ‘White Magick’, a new capsule collection aimed at those brides-to-be
searching for understated femininity  as opposed to OTT tulle and feathers.

Harpers Bazaar Australia reports that designers Susien Chong and Nic Briand decided on the new
collection after receiv ing countless requests from women eager to embrace the label’s delicate
elegance and timeless designs as part of their big day; with many  referring to the finale dress from
Lover’s 10th anniversary collection as showcased at the 2011  Australian Fashion Week.

‘White Magick’ carries on the sense of refined elegance that was seen on this year’s MBFWA catwalk,
featuring lace dresses from collections past reimagined in pure white and ivory .

“We love the idea of beauty  that is so enchanting that you lose your senses,” Briand told Vogue
Australia of the subtle drama woven through their MBFWA ‘White Serpent’ range; a sentiment that
seems to have continued through into this latest collection.

The campaign features up-and-comers Amanda Ware and Nicole Pollard (who’s also been busy
starring in Friend of Mine’s SS12/13 campaign), and showcases a range ideal for any  woman with
a yearning for some head-turning lace-driven elegance (and the bank balance to get it).
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If you were curious about what Kanye West's film Cruel Summer is about, and how the seven screen experience works, we've got the details.

Kanye West’s Cruel Summer Film Debuts at Cannes
lunamagazine.com.au

Kanye West debuted his new film, a follow-up to 2010's Runaway, at the Cannes Film Festival overnight.
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For once, we're not talking about Twilight when we talk about bad authorship.

Does Sex Sell? Perhaps, but so does Bad Writing
lunamagazine.com.au

If you’ve recently noticed plenty of people huddled over a book during the morning commute, chances are they are reading erotic novel Fifty Shades of Grey.
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Livia Arena SS 13
collection
BY BIANCA BARTOLO ON MAY
24, 2012

When y ou think Melbourne
fashion y ou think luxurious
fabrics, a simple silhouette
and staples with a twist. 
Local label Livia Arena
epitomizes this aesthetic and
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Paul Smith “A to Z”
BY ALICE CURRIE ON MAY 22,
2012

Outrageously  talented
designer Paul Smith has
released his new book, “A to
Z”. Fans of the designer
descended upon the Paul
Smith boutique in Cov ent
Garden
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Kirstie Clements is
Out of Vogue
BY ELIZA BARR ON MAY 17,
2012

Australia's fashion industry
and its spectators are
stunned following
NewsLifeMedia's
announcement that Vogue
Australia's editor of 1 3 y ears,
Kirstie Clements, will be
replaced by  Edwina
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‘White Magick’ is available now at Lover‘s flagship store in Sydney ’s The Strande Arcade.

Images via Oyster Magazine
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